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Scientific Confectionary 

BY 

G. SCHLEGEL. 

When the Chinese government established in Peking a school 

for instructing Chinese in western sciences, and had called as 

professors of these sciences many eminent western scholars, the 

latter were put before a great difficulty in wishing to initiate 

chinese students to the sciences of western physics and chemistry. 

Most of the said professors, being already men of a certain age, 

stood, besides, before the immense labour of acquiring one of the 

most difficult languages in the world, and which to acquire tho- 

roughly, they were already too much advanced in years. Now as a 

Chinaman himself requires a lifetime of study before he has com- 

pletely mastered his own language, it is evident that the most in- 

telligent foreigner, even when specially endowed with the gift of 

learning foreign languages, will not be capable of learning in a couple 

of years this language so thoroughly that he will be able to convey 

to a Chinese mind his western conceptions of science, and especially 

of natural sciences, a branch to which Chinamen have in general 

paid very little attention. 

Now as Chemistry in Europe is the offspring of middle-aged 

Alchemy, the alcheniistic jargon was bodily introduced into the 

chemical nomenclature, and our science was drowned in a flood of 

bad greek and latin names, which have made, and still make, it 

to an occult science for all who have not specially studied its 

vocabulary. 
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Nevertheless this jargon was translated literally into Chinese, 

either writing the elements of the words full out, or by combining 

monstruous combinations of Chinese characters as has been done e. g. 

by the Rev. W. Lobscheid. In the "Chinese Recorder and Missionary 

Journal" of February last, the Rev. G. A. Stuart, M.D. has published, 

under the title of "Chemical Nomenclature" another article upon 

the subject, as a forerunner of a comprehensive work on chemistry 

in Chinese he is preparing. 

He begins to state that "all the scientific terms at present 

"in use in China 1) have been adopted by, or through, the in- 

"fluence of Westerners. To give to China a faulty scientific nomen- 

"clature, or to perpetuate the faults of Western terms by slavishly 

"translating or transliterating them, will surely be nothing to the 

"credit of Western educators". He then continues to lay down 

rules for a better system, and winds up with a few examples how 

our chemical compounds should be rendered in Chinese, which we 

give hereunder with the literal translation of the Chinese characters 

employed. 

(light (not heavy) green acid) Hydrochloric Acid H C I 

jJ§ (weak green acid) Hypochlorous Acid H C 1 0 

(inferior green acid) Chlorous Acid H C 1 0 

_t  (superior green acid) Chloric Acid H C 1 03 

(strong green acid) Perchloric Acid H C 104 

(fire-refined acid) Pyrophosphoric Acid 0' 

1ft. (single green mercury) Mercurous Chloride H g C 1 

(double green mercury) Mercuric Chloride H g C 

? (single green iron) Ferrous Chloride Fe C 12 

(double green iron) Ferric Chloride Fe2 C 16 

- --- 

1) We must demur to this; no genuine Chinaman understands them. Perhaps only 
the students at the foreign college ( 14 X 

in Peking. 
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') (superior green ashes) Potassium Chlorate K C 1 0? 

(weak green ashes) Potassium Hypochlorite K C 1 0 

(strong 111ar2g ashes) Potassium Permanganate K M n 01 

(inferior Sulphur boiler) Sodium Sulphite Na2 S 03 

 j§ (green boiler) Sodium Chloride Na C 1 

Now, with all deference due to the Rev. Dr. Stuart, we must 

say that his scheme is no improvement. No Chinese literate, when 

not specially trained, will understand the characters 

otherwise than as "Double green iron" or "Twice green iron", and 

they will never bring before his mind that they are to design ferric 

chloride. 

The fault of all this lies in our own nomenclature. Let us 

take for example the word because the examples given 

by Mr. Stuart are all chlorous or chloric combinations. This sub- 

stance is a gas, only found combined with natrium, and which is 

called by chemists Cliloi-iiatriu?ii, but by the laity "Kitchensalt". 

This gas, having a light yellowish green hue, was named Clalor 

by the older chemists from the Greek green, pale yellow 

or pale - a ridiculous, insignificant name, but which me must let 

pass, as it has obtained citizenship with us. 

But this is no reason why we should introduce this name into 

Chinese, and then even by a wrong character. For the char. V, luh 

does not mean in Chinese light green or yellowish green, but, on 

1) This is a forged character, utterly unauthorised, for expressing metallic (-k) 
ashes ), which no Chinaman will understand as to mean the metallic base of potash. 

2) 9gain a forged character for transliterating the word 

3) This is a most unlucky forgery. The character is of course intended to represent 
the char. (197 Radical) meaning salt; but wishing to distinguish this salt from the 

soda obtained by burning seaweeds, the radical -& has been added. Unluckily, however, 
this character exists in Chinese with the signification of an iron pan or boiler, or the 
wooden handLe of' a knife flf§ Q This malces the 

whole term Indicrons. 
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the contrary, very dark green in opposition to 1ft ts'ing, which 

means light green or light blue, as the colour of young grass or 

of the sky. The colour of Chlorine would be termed in Chinese 

defined by 1IJ greenish yellow colour. 

But we would even reject this translation because is no 

definition of substances. 

In the "Dictionnaire technique de 1'Arsenal de Foutcheou" 

Clilor is rendered by 3t f , "briny strong water (or acid)", an 

even more objectionable translation. Chloride of lime is translated 

there by "Green of lime" or "Lime-green". 
' 

Now all this is ridiculous. Why stick to the colour of 

the gas which conveys not the least meaning of its chemical essence? 

If the term has to be translated, or lbli §g 

?en-k7ai "Essence (or gas) of salt" would be a much more iiitelli- 

gible term 1). Every educated Chinaman would at once understand 

that some or other subtle or etherial quality in common salt was 

meant; whilst the term r lu7z "Green" does not convey to him 

the least idea of a gaseous body. Every trial to convey in this way 

our science of chemistry to the Chinese mind is, and will remain, 

clumsy bungling. 

If it is only our aim to make a certain corps-d'61ite of chinese 

students to adepts in chemistry, it is far better to teach them first 

a european language, and afterwards teach them ozc?° chemistry with 

all its apparatus of technical expressions and chemical alphabet. 

If, on the contrary, our aim is to the Chinese people 

with a more scientific spirit than theirs, we must bring first down 

our science to their level, making it so easy and intelligible that 

a schoolboy can understand it. 

1) Even could be used, as the Chinese call the combustible gas of charcoal 

.. 
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But away then with the mystic jargon into which our fore- 

fathers, the adepts in occult sciences, have shrouded it. No trans- 

lated nomenclature based mostly upon outward appearances or 

qualities (l . from "stinkiijo,"; '7' from qua 1 les iTom'lllm rom pc,;¡.¿o;, S In C) JOCt?llln rom IOéIO/1;, 

"violet") 1), or borrowed from other languages (as kali, c<7 kali 

from the Arab) etc., but simple, equivalent, genuine chinese de- 

finitions. 

But these are only to be got by a hard study of native works 

on alchemy and therapeutics. If these are laid aside with western 

supercilious contempt as unworthy of the attention of an M. D., 

the latter cannot reasonably expect that he will ever be able to 

make his own science palatable to the Chinese student. 

In my opinion all these essays, however well meant, are signal 

failures, and can only tend to make us and our science ridiculous 

in the eyes of the Chinese people. 

1) Badly translated by "d!)ute indigo vapour" ba u 


